I would like to raise my comments / concerns over what I believe to be major conflicts
between the numerous documents of the Warrington Local Development Plans that
impact upon the Lymm community and neighbouring Grappenhall and Latchford.
Firstly, the extremely short notice given by the Council that plans were to be displayed for
public consultation was done during summer holidays when people were on away was
very poor practice and served to fuel rumours and distress to many adults of all ages. Long
queues of agitated, frustrated and very concerned adults formed at viewing venues. The
WBC staff on-site were unable to give answers to many questions being asked probably
because the Plan lacked detail. Overall I, and many others at the Lymm venue, thought the
viewing somewhat farcical as it served only to raise more concerns.
Secondly, I consider the various proposals have unfairly blighted many properties in Lymm,
Thelwall, Grappenhall, Appleton and Latchford because they contain insufficient details to
allow residents to accurately assess the full impact of the proposals upon their homes and
other properties.
The Warrington Transport Summary Part I: Overview, Project Number: 60433165 dated
April 2017 indicates Lymm as a low density area served by 2 “A Roads” making it appears
suitable for expansion without the need for improving infrastructure (roads, education &
health services, other amenities, etc) within the village.
I do not consider this to be the case because the majority of Lymm residents live in 20th
century high density housing estates with narrow roads and little or no off-road parking
facility. Many of the newer housing developments are also high density with narrow roads
and minimal off-road parking available.
The central core of the village and dwellings is surrounded by greenbelt fields, lake and
canal, attracting people into the village for leisure and seeking places to live.
Settlement Profiles - Outlying Settlements July 2017 document include a statement
confirming intent to develop ‘Weak’ Greenbelt land in Lymm for new homes which seems
ok looking at the plan on page 42. However I have serious concerns that this would
ultimately escalate and used to justify approval for other ‘Moderate’ and possibly ‘Strong’
areas to be approved for new house building schemes. Over the years, I’ve noticed lands,
now identified as ‘Moderate’ or ‘Strong’ Greenbelt parcels of land, have been neglected
and left to deteriorate, and now put forward for development.
I request that all residents of Lymm are made aware of any and all applications to
develop any Greenbelt lands, whether or not these are included in the Warrington Local
Development Plans.
As regards the roads the village is served a one ‘A’ Road and two ‘B’ Roads and several

